
Prologue 

I had been in L.A. for three weeks, and here I was, thirty feet from Christopher Nolan. 
It was September 2008. The Dark Knight had just swept audiences everywhere away. My 

best friend and I went to see the movie twice. Other friends of mine went to see it four, five, even 
seven times. I could not remember a movie this popular since Titanic.  

The Los Angeles County Museum of Arts (LACMA) was hosting an event celebrating 
Nolan’s first film, an indie feature about stalkers entitled Following. After the showing of 
Following, a Q & A with Chris was promised.  

This was the real draw for me and my aspiring screenwriter friends. We wanted to learn 
everything we could from the incredible cinematic storyteller who, along with his ingenious 
brother Jonathan, had given the entertainment world the ridiculously popular Memento, The 
Prestige, and the 2000s Batman series.  

During the Q & A, Chris was asked how he approached writing and directing. My friends and 
I leaned in close, eager for Chris’s secret.  

His reply?  
“I don’t ascribe to any particular theory. I just try to be the audience.”  
In that sentence is the secret to your writing’s popularity, and the origin of this book. 

Six years later, I sweat at the twists, turns and capricious convolutions I have experienced on my 
writing journey.  

Let me back up to my writing origins. 
When I was fourteen, I had the typical issues of an artistic teenager: I spent most of my time 

in class secretly writing stories when I was not checking out the beautiful girls, and I barely 
passed.  

My college prospects looked dim. School bored and depressed me. I could barely wait till the 
weekend, when I could go up to Nashville with my father and check out novels and screenplays 
from the Nashville Public Library.  

These screenplays and novels were like cheap vacations for me. I was amazed at how the 
words on a page could seize and transport me. When reading great entertainment, I felt that I was 
no longer in a Tennessee suburb, but in the more exciting, more involving world contained in 
those pages.  

One day during my freshman year, my homeroom teacher had the class do an exercise. We 
were to list things we wouldn’t mind doing for a living. Without thinking, I wrote “writing 
screenplays.”  

That afternoon, I started writing my first scene, and screenplay. It was aptly titled The 
Coolest Movie Ever (I was fourteen - what did you expect?) The prospect of entertaining an 
audience with my work excited me. I became determined to provide the vacation-in-the-pages 
great writers had provided me to audiences everywhere.  

The ten years that have followed have been quite a ride: I spent the rest of my high school 
years writing screenplays and teleplays in different genres, and completely straightened up my 



act in the classroom with the hope of getting in to USC Film School and majoring in Screen and 
Television Writing.  

When I got in to USC’s Screenwriting Major, I felt so accomplished. My dream had come 
true! Watch out, Hollywood, here comes Chris Nolan’s competition! 

What followed in the six years since has been a confusing, agonizing, ego-destroying journey 
from storytelling novice to the guy who can tell you in a few pages if your script or novel is a 
winner or not.  

I became, through writing and reading thousands of failing pages, a well-practiced industry 
gatekeeper, focused on finding scripts with Hollywood-ready, unstoppable stories.  

I realized that all the best-selling movies and novels I loved to escape into were addictive, 
thrilling vacations because of this core truth:  

The writers were telling incredible, audience-pleasing stories. 
Storytelling is the writer’s single most crucial, necessary skill. Without storytelling strength, 

your success in the popular market is nearly impossible. You were born with a certain level of 
natural inclination to storytelling, most likely, and if you are interested in a career as a writer in 
the entertainment or literary industry, you have to become a popular storyteller - someone who 
can write a story that can appeal to human beings everywhere. 

There is a way to write this kind of story. $600 million dollar movies, 80 million copy-selling 
novels, and 11-million-weekly viewers TV shows would not exist without broad, popular appeal, 
and since broad, popular appeal exists as an observable phenomenon, it can be understood, 
learned, and taught.  

Broad, popular appeal depends on you knowing how to write a script that will cause a human 
being seeking entertainment to be very, very entertained.  

As we are all human beings in a free market, capitalist economy, we all share the psychology 
of a consumer. We all pay money expecting some kind of reward and payoff for payment. And 
people who see movies, read novels, and watch TV are, just like the consumers of any other 
industry, looking for payoffs. 

By instructing you how to use the Popular Writer’s Code, I want to save you the agony and 
headaches of the writer shooting in the dark every time he or she writes a script or novel - and 
instead direct you to think about giving your consumers payoffs while you write your work. 

I am not asking you to learn from me personally, but rather to learn from me as a channel for 
the secrets of great storytelling. I put into words just how Chris and Jonathan Nolan, Dan Brown, 
the Sopranos staff, J.K. Rowling, and many others write stories that are phenomenally popular 
with audiences - by distilling their techniques into a practical, reliable code.  

You can take your first step towards entertaining wide audiences - and finding the success 
you badly desire as a writer - by continuing to read, where you will learn of my first discovery of 
the code. 

The Code 



It was a warm summer afternoon in Santa Monica, California. I had the privilege of enjoying this 
summer afternoon inside the comfortable studio rental space serving as the production company 
Revelations Entertainment, headed by Morgan Freeman and Lori McCreary.  

My excuse for occupying this space was, as a script reader, I was tasked with sorting through 
piles of scripts and deciding if any of them were worth Morgan and Lori’s time. Lori had 
cautioned all of us that any script we recommended had better be “good enough for her to spend 
seven years trying to get made,” and having been through a few years of USC Screenwriting 
Education and five years of screen and TV writing at that point, I had high standards.  

I was surprised to find in the numerous scripts that I read, from all the top agencies in town, 
that most of these writers were either way off base (ten pages in, everyone reading their script 
was groaning and complaining) or, even more surprisingly: they were theoretically doing 
everything right, but their scripts still had something missing from them.  

I have found, after reading thousands of prospective scripts, seeing plenty of movies that do 
not work, and writing plenty of scripts myself that have not worked, that there are generally four 
levels of stories someone on the other side of the industry sees:  

1. Spare Parts 

The “spare parts” stories are assembled with elements, often eclectic, of the writer’s brain, which 
are shoved together without a clear togetherness about them. You may search for a story, but you 
will not find it. This story gets tossed, quickly.  

2. Building In Construction  

The “building in construction” stories have characters, scenes/chapters, and structure that are 
recognizable as story attempts, and may even be on the right track, but too many parts of the 
story seem off from, and do not work cohesively, with the rest of the story. This story will get 
tossed fairly soon into the reading. 

3. Pretty Building 

The “pretty building” story is the one where everything is put together cohesively. The structure 
of the story is finished, and the characters fit in the structure. But reading these stories feels like 
gazing at a pretty building from a distance: you can see that it’s put together, and may be put 
together nicely, but you had no true interactive experience with the pretty building, and thus 
received no entertainment. This story may stand on the borderline of acceptance, but will 
ultimately be rejected.  

4. The Theme Park Ride  

The “theme park ride” script is the rarest, and most valuable kind of story in the film or 
publishing industry. It is actually the story everyone is looking for. Finding this story is the only 
real reason Hollywood has legions of readers looking through the spare parts, buildings in 



constructions, and pretty buildings in the first place. This is the story that, like the rides at 
Disneyland, grab you quickly, exhilarate your nervous system, and don’t let you go until the end. 

This is the story that follows The Popular Writer’s Code, and this is the kind of story that all 
of you need to be writing.  

So how do you construct a theme park ride instead of spare parts, a building in construction, or a 
pretty building?  

The goal of this book is to teach you precisely how to do so. I want you to take what you 
learn here and write an industry-dazzling theme park ride, that provides the cheap vacation every 
reader and viewer is looking for.  

A writer of a popular screenplay, teleplay, or novel is focused, like Chris Nolan, on 
identifying with the audience to the point where he is actually being that audience. He can be the 
human experiencing his script. The popular writer’s code is the same, in essence, as the popular 
businessman’s code: please the customer.  

Here’s how to do it. 
The Popular Writer’s Code is a hands-on flow described as so: Invest the reader in a ride 

towards a payoff, then take them on that ride to the payoff. 
Let’s begin with invest the reader. 

Investment: The Difference Between Consumer and Non-
Consumer 
To invest the reader, we must first seek to understand the reader as a customer. Customers do not 
want to give up their money without receiving a valuable payoff in return.  

Customers, in fact, do not ever give up their money. That would make them philanthropists. 
Customers prefer to invest their money.  

To invest money, a customer needs to be in an investing state of mind. This state of mind is 
very simple: they are convinced that, if they invest their money in the purchase and costs of 
something, that they gain the possibility of a valuable payoff.  

I came face to face with this truth of business when I began working as the Screenwriting 
Competition manager for the Nashville Film Festival. It was the first year of the competition, and 
my bosses were very nervous about results. So nervous, in fact, that risks were very minimal: I 
had no marketing budget.  

I was faced with the Internet equivalent of being a door-to-door salesman. I had to somehow 
find customers, then sell customers, on entering the Screenwriting Competition, or I would be 
job-less in no time. More importantly, if I did not create customers, the career opportunities that 
writers could receive as a result of placing highly in the Competition would never manifest. 

First, I searched for, and reached out to, several screenwriting-focused sites, offering to 
provide a link to their site on our page in exchange for them providing a link to our competition’s 
page in return. 

In order to do so, I had to compose an email. I checked with a superior in the office first. She 
suggested, “just say hello, you are receiving this email because you are a screenwriting-focused 



site, and then tell her all about how big our Festival is and how we receive so many hits on our 
site.”  

I did what I was told, starting my approach with a big screenwriting site that will remain 
nameless.  

I got a near-instant reply. I was stoked. What did it say?  
I’m quoting: “Please unsubscribe.”  
I felt a little hot inside, sort of like I felt when I was first rejected for a dance at a middle 

school party, but quickly began thinking. Why was I told to unsubscribe? I re-read the email I 
sent.   

Realization hit me quickly. It looked, sounded, and felt exactly like spam. I meditated on the 
matter, and empathized with the other person. She was an assistant, and probably saw hundreds 
of emails every day. She’s reading every one of them quickly, and is stressed with tons of 
responsibilities. She is going to judge, in about four seconds, whether or not your email is worth 
reading and whether you are worth speaking with.  

Right there, I learned a crucial lesson: always lead a business transaction by invoking the 
person’s incentive. 

I bring my failures to page here to delineate the nature of consumer investment. Once I began 
leading with incentive in the head-line, people were plugging our sites, writers began submitting, 
and we had a very successful first month that exceeded expectations. I want to bring forth an 
important, complex lesson from this experience, which is how you should relate to a prospective 
reader of your story. 

You may have more than the four seconds I had in my Internet sales. But not much more. 
You need to get the person on the other side invested in reading your story as quickly as possible 
by leading your story with the reason why they need to keep reading your story, just as how I had 
to lead with the reason why the person needed to keep reading my email. 

It is not just about whether your story packs a payoff. Quality later on, like the offer of us 
promoting the other person’s site on our heavy-traffic site, is not obvious to the reader in the 
beginning, unless you can suggest it through consumer investment. 

There are stories that probably have tearful endings that will bring you to your knees (big 
payoffs) that will never go anywhere because no reader became invested enough in them early on 
to keep reading. 

So how do you translate this knowledge to screen, TV, or novel writing?  

You influence what the person feels at the beginning so that the person will experience a 
consumer urge. A consumer urge is a complex of feelings which you have planned to influence 
in your prospective audience. Once someone experiences the consumer urge, she is going to race 
through your writing, quickly consuming.  

In fiction writing, your creation of consumer urge depends on the genre you are writing. 
Different genres have different kinds of investments, rides, and payoffs. Each movie in a theater 
or video store, each book in the bookstore, each show on the TV Guide schedule promises a 
different ride for you to choose, dictating your cheap vacation.  



Each ride has its appropriate investment and payoff. Ahead is a list of the seven different 
rides we will discuss in detail throughout this book, and the audience emotions involved in the 
investment stage.  

The Drama Ride 
So you’re at the video store, or checking the listings of movies in the theaters near you, or 
shopping for new titles in the bookstore. You’re not totally sure what you’re in the mood for. 
Then, you see a really intriguing title about someone’s life. Whether fictional or biography, you 
read about the premise, who the person is, and what may happen to them, and you become 
invested. You rent the video, see the movie, buy the book.  

You are signing up for the drama ride - a lifelike story about the unfolding fates of 
characters. Your investment in the drama ride is based primarily on one thing: your interest in the 
fate of characters.  

This form of investment is as old as Greek tragedy. The investment in the dramatic ride is all 
about you caring about the fate of the characters.  

The Comedy Ride  
Say you bypassed the dramas today. You’re in a stressed mood, and you really want to laugh. A 
cheerful story about a middle-aged virgin trying to find the right partner, or two neighbors having 
a turf war, or a man chasing down his old high school sweetheart, catches your eye.  

You are signing up for the comedy ride - a story focused on the foolish behavior of the 
characters. This behavior is often outrageous, silly, and humorous, and the characters are often 
put in situations that make you gasp, cry, and die with laughter.  

This form of investment is as old as Shakespearian comedy. Take A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream - the absolute foolishness that goes on between the characters in the play is the real joy of 
of experiencing the play. 

The core of the comedy ride is your investment in the fools the comedy showcases. 

The Fantasy Ride 
The world you live in is boring you to tears or annoying you into fury. Too much cubicle, 
classroom, and annoying customers. You need to escape. A story set in a far away land, full of 
different cultures, people, and magic, catches your eye.  

You are signing up for the fantasy ride - a story that invests you in its far-away, intriguing 
world. You want to know everything about this world, and what happens there. It’s so different, 
so exciting, so interesting.  

Fairy tales were the first story forms that utilized this kind of investment. Magical worlds that 
had elements in them that audiences could imagine, but could not experience in reality, 
popularized fairy tales, along with magical characters. Later, science fiction stories capitalized on 
worlds transformed by science, creating an equally powerful audience investment.  

The core of the fantasy ride is your investment in its magical world. 



The Mystery Ride 
Your life is predictable. You know everything about the people you’re around. It’s familiar, and 
you know exactly what will happen, each day, with a fairly good forecasting ability. Some story 
about a big secret that a detective tries to uncover catches your eye.  

You are signing up for the mystery ride - a story that invests you in a big secret that you have 
to experience the ride to find out. Sherlock Holmes stories were among the first big mystery hits 
with audiences.  

The core of the mystery ride is your investment in the secret(s) of the story. 

The Romance Ride 
I hate to say things like this, but - your marriage is stale. Your boyfriend keeps leaving the damn 
toilet seat up. Your girlfriend will not stop talking about that annoying lady at Wal-Mart who 
took fifteen seconds too long to scan her nail polish. Or, you’re single. You’re not interested in 
anyone. Or, the person you are interested in has no clue you exist. A story about two people 
meeting and falling in love catches your eye.  

You are signing up for the romance ride - a story that invests you in the coupling or marriage 
of two people. The oldest, most memorable romances were Tristan and Isolde and Romeo and 
Juliet (both of which turned out tragically). These days, comedic, light-hearted romances are also 
very common.  

The core of the romance ride is your investment in two people coupling. 

The Suspense Ride 
You spend too much time waiting in the doctor’s office. Or waiting for your airplane to land. Or 
waiting for the school bell to ring. There seems to be nothing to look forward to, and time is 
barely ticking by. A story about cops running after a fugitive, or a fugitive running from the cops, 
or a mob figure narrowly avoiding death, catches your eye.  

You are signing up for the suspense ride - a story that invests you in the extreme 
unpredictability of whatever is about to happen. Alfred Hitchcock is often credited as the master 
of suspense, and his movies are terrific examples of suspense rides.  

The core of the suspense ride is your investment in whatever is about to happen. 

The Horror Ride 
You spend most of your time in well-lit buildings with slowly moving people. Your dog is cuddly 
and sweet. If you do see animals, they are well-tamed, and inhabit the nice, peaceful zoo. A story 
about a monster in a village terrorizing people catches your eye.  



You are signing up for the horror ride - a story that invests you in a menace character 
creating terror. Horror stories first became popular in the 18th century, when supernatural 
elements and character fears were introduced to fiction as a primary focus in gothic horror. 

The core of the horror ride is your investment in the terrifying menace of the story. 

We will extensively cover each and every one of these story types, tracing them all the way 
through, beginning with how they invest consumers early on, and then how they take consumers 
on their rides toward payoffs. To learn, we will reference a phenomenally popular movie, show, 
or book in each genre, and learn techniques based on the work of that writer.  

You will learn multiple techniques, based on the work of the most popular storytellers on the 
planet, to help you design the ride, or nervous system experience, for your story.  

Below are the emotional experiences of the seven rides to payoff, by genre: 

Mystery Ride 
Intrigues, surprises, excitement, and shocks. 

Comedy Ride 
Laughs that keep getting bigger. 

Romance Ride 
Romance endorphins that keep getting stronger. 

Drama Ride 
Tense, heated moments that keep escalating. 

Horror Ride 
Frightened, shocked, terrified, nervous, jumpy, sickened. 

Suspense Ride 
Anticipation, thrills, pounding hearts, chills down spine. 

Fantasy Ride 
Fascination, Swept away, in awe, wonder, involved. 

Payoffs  
So far, I have introduced you to investment - the creation of consumer urge - and to the ride - the 
creation of nervous system experience. Finally, I will introduce you to payoff - the consumer’s 
ultimate reward for sticking with your story all the way through. 

The whole entertainment experience consists of investment, ride to payoff, and payoff. It all 
happens in one great flow - you invest, get on the ride to payoff, and before you know it, you’ve 
experienced the massive payoff. Post-payoff, you are totally wowed, blown away, in tears, 



laughing your ass off, you name it. You feel high, like you might feel after a few rounds on 
Space Mountain at Disneyland, but with the kinds of emotional chords that only great 
entertainment can provide you.  

For example: Jack lets go in Titanic. Andy escapes in The Shawshank Redemption. Hansel 
and Gretel outsmart the witch and get home by following the breadcrumbs.  

It’s not just “the story ended,” or “the commercial ended.” In this day in age, it’s not even 
“they lived happily ever after” or “everyone died.”  

It’s far bigger than that now. Writers have to bring emotional payoffs to what they write, or 
suffer a lack of connection with a wide audience.  

It’s like magic. We all know the common experience of emotions, regardless of the more 
literal things we’ve been through, and thus have beautiful ways of connecting with one another 
through entertainment. Stories are an emotional code, and payoffs are the highly emotional 
conclusions of the particular emotional code of each story.  

The rest of part one of this book is concerned with explaining how you can execute the 
Popular Writer’s Code in seven different genres. Each genre is discussed, one by one, with 
specific techniques assigned for your practice. By reading about how the most popular writers 
invest audiences, take them on rides, and then astound them with payoffs, and applying these 
popular writers’ techniques, your writing may transform into a pinnacle of popular entertainment. 

Part two of this book will cover fourteen world-class writing lessons that I learned during 
my time at USC, the #1 Film School in the world, shared here for you to learn from my journey.  

Let’s begin. 

To read more, purchase The Popular Writer's Code by clicking on the one of the buttons 
below (60% off limited time discount, expires at midnight): 

http://michaeljwoodbooks.com/products/the-popular-writers-code-for-ibooks
http://michaeljwoodbooks.com/products/the-popular-writers-code-for-pdf
http://michaeljwoodbooks.com/products/the-popular-writers-code-for-ibooks
http://michaeljwoodbooks.com/products/the-popular-writers-code-for-pdf



